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ACCESSORIES

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

ARE THE BARRELS EASY TO SWAP?
Yes! They are easy to change from one to the other and provide the option of switching from shooting bullets to shooting arrows!

CAN I USE BROADHEADS?
Yes, fixed broadheads are recommended. 

CAN I HUNT WITH THE CRACKSHOT™ XBR™?
We advise checking with your state and local laws concerning during what season you can hunt with the Crackshot™ XBR™.

In most states you can hunt predators, small game, and hogs. This rifle cannot be used during archery seasons.

 WHY DO I NEED TO USE TRADITIONS™
XBR™ POWERLOADS IN MY  CRACKSHOT™ XBR™?

For safety, you want to only use Traditions™ proprietary PowerLoads in the Crackshot™ XBR™. You cannot use  .27 caliber Long in this firearm.

WHO SHOULD USE THE CRACKSHOT™ XBR™?
Anyone! This firearm is lightweight and easy to use. The weight and the way it functions makes the Crackshot™ XBR™ perfect for adult, youth,

or anyone with disabilities or limited arm strength/movement. The Crackshot™ XBR™ truly allows anyone to enjoy shooting and hunting.

IS THE CRACKSHOT™ XBR™ ACCURATE?
This rifle is extremely accurate! The arrow remains stabilized and has a steady trajectory as it flies through the air. It also has low recoil and a low decibel 

level. The Crackshot™ XBR™ has effective kill energy out to 70 yards with arrows traveling at up to 385 FPS. At 30 yards, it has 94 ft-lbs of energy.

MODEL NO. UPC PRODUCT DESCRIPTION RETAIL PRICE

A2217 040589026657 Traditions™ Firebolt™ 2216 Arrows - 16" Aluminum (6-pack) $29.95

A2216 040589026640 Traditions™ QD Quiver - Hold 5 Arrows $35.49

A27500 040589026664 Traditions™ XBR™ Powerloads .27 Caliber (100 pack) $24.95



Traditions™ Performance Firearms introduces the NEW Crackshot™ XBR™. The Crackshot™ Rifle has been a 
popular single shot cartridge rifle in Traditions™ line and now we’ve made the ultimate package to include the XBR™ 
Upper which allows you to swap on a barrel that fires arrows. Yes, we said arrows! 

Each package comes with a Crackshot™ Rifle in .22 caliber with a 16.5" barrel. This gun is lightweight, easy to carry 
and perfect for small game hunting. It additionally comes with an XBR™ upper that you can swap onto your Crack-
shot™. The XBR™ system allows you to shoot an arrow out of your Crackshot™ rifle and changes your platform 
into a whole new gun! The XBR™ has an inner barrel that allows you to slide the hollow end of a Traditions™
Firebolt™ arrow over this inner barrel until it reaches the end of the barrel. The inner barrel is protected by an
outer shroud which also protects the shooter. Simply load your arrow, break open the action and put in a
Traditions™ XBR™ Powerload. Continue by closing the gun up, taking the safety off, cocking the hammer, and 
then firing at your target.

WHY BUY THE NEW  
CRACKSHOT XBR
There are so many great reasons to own a Crackshot™ XBR™.  
This package contains two firearms so you’ll have the freedom to switch from
shooting a bullet to shooting an arrow. The Crackshot™ XBR™ fires a Traditions™
XBR™ Powerload to propel the arrow forward so there is reduced noise making
it perfect for recreational shooting.
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Increased accuracy is also something you’ll experience with this rifle. The arrow is pulled 
from the front instead of the rear allowing for much tighter groups and a flatter shooting 
arrow. You’ll have consistent shot placement time after time. The arrow remains stabilized 
and follows a steadier trajectory meaning deadlier shot placement.

The Crackshot™ XBR™ fires a Traditions™ 2216 Firebolt™ Arrow that is a
16" standard aluminum arrow. This arrow travels at up to 385 FPS and is 
paired with a Traditions™ XBR™ Powerload in .27 caliber. The Crackshot™ 
XBR™ has effective kill energy out to 70 yards. At 30 yards, you’ll have
94 ft-lbs of kinetic energy.
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Safety is a priority on the Crackshot™ XBR™.  With the way this rifle functions and the manual 
safety it is great for all ages and levels. This rifle is lightweight, low recoil, and truly an exceptional 
option for those who are disabled thanks to the ease of operation. This makes hunting more
accessible to those who are not physically able to use a crossbow or compound bow. The
Crackshot™ XBR™ also requires very little maintenance or cleaning.

U.S. Patent No. 9,546,844 U.S. Patent No. 9,546,844

PACKAGE 1

MODEL NO. UPC UPPER STOCK BARRELS MSRP

CRX6-220070 040589026626 Standard Crackshot™ 
and XBR™ Black Synthetic .22 Caliber Blued 16.5" Barrel 

.27 Caliber Blued 22" Barrel $449

BOTH PACKAGES INCLUDE Three Traditions™ Firebolt™ 16" Aluminum Arrows and a Traditions™ 4x32 Scope

PACKAGE 2

MODEL NO. UPC UPPER STOCK BARRELS MSRP

CRX6-2200717 040589026633 Standard Crackshot™ 
and XBR™

Kryptek Highlander
Reduced Camo

.22 Caliber Blued 16.5" Barrel 

.27 Caliber Blued 22" Barrel $499

The Crackshot™ XBR™ package comes with a Traditions™ 4x32 scope with 
a Duplex reticle which comes mounted on the XBR™ upper as well as three 
Traditions™ Firebolt™ 2216 16" aluminum arrows.


